We must thank Hendrik Wagenaar not only for his for his generous comments on our work but also for taking the time and trouble to engage with it in such a helpful way. We seek to respond in the same spirit. Although he makes a couple of small theoretical criticisms, his main concern is that there is little empirical work. He argues for a 'performative' account of governance. We comment briefly on the philosophical analysis of practices and traditions, before drawing attention to a broad set of empirical studies and highlighting our core books.
Finally, we reflect on the difficulties of documenting traditions, and we compare Wagenaar's emphasis on performance with our account of storytelling.
Practices and traditions
Wagenaar begins by probing our interpretive theory. He suggests we do not integrate belief and practice enough. Our theoretical writings clearly belie his suggestion. We constantly stress that actions and practices are intrinsically meaningful; they embody the beliefs of the actors and cannot properly be discussed without reference to these beliefs. Also, we constantly emphasize that beliefs are not entities of which people have direct observations but rather entities people postulate to explain actions. In our view, beliefs and practices are indissolubly linked to each other.
Wagenaar's other theoretical suggestion is that our view of tradition is static. Once again our theoretical writings belie his suggestion. In all our theoretical accounts of tradition, we emphasize that traditions are not static classificatory schemes into which to slot examples.
We insist traditions are dynamic sets of beliefs people inherit and then adapt for reasons of their own. Most of our work revolves around a pair of concepts -tradition and dilemma -and the concept of dilemma serves explicitly to explain why and how people constantly transform tradition.
It would be tedious to provide quotations from our earlier work with which to remind readers how we analyse beliefs, actions, practices, and traditions. Besides, we suspect Wagenaar is not criticizing our theory. He does not refer, for example, to our main philosophical work (Bevir 1999 ). Wagenaar's complaint is not that we do not think of beliefs as linked to practices or of traditions as dynamic. Rather, it is that our empirical work does not do a good enough job of presenting beliefs and traditions as situated in dynamic practices. Wagenaar is, in other words, concerned about the extent to which our empirical work properly instantiates our philosophy.
Empirical work
Wagenaar refers to a 'the relative paucity of their own empirical work', suggesting 'only a few political scientists ... have applied the conceptual apparatus of British interpretivism to the problematics of governance', and 'as far as I know, no books have so far been published that contain exemplars of British interpretivism in practice'. In his lengthy first footnote, he concedes we do provide empirical examples but considers them 'rather disappointing'. We too were disappointed -by these remarks. We try hard to ensure we ground our theory in historical and ethnographic fieldwork. We regret Wagenaar does not find the fieldwork more compelling or at least a better illustration of our theory. We also regret he has not taken more notice of what we regard as a growing body of empirical work. It includes not only our coauthored books, but also the books we have written singly or with other collaborators, edited volumes, and the work of several colleagues who have taken at least some inspiration from our version of interpretive political science.
We trust readers will look at our empirical work and we hope they will find it more persuasive than does Wagenaar. Here we concentrate on showing readers the range of empirical work relevant to any assessment of the strength of our interpretive political science.
We also highlight examples of our own work -the core project if you like -which directly address in some detail Wagenaar's concerns.
A question arises, however, about how to define the interpretive approach. We adopted a dual strategy to answer this question. On the one hand, we favour a broad definition of the interpretive approach, encompassing not just our philosophical theories but also governmentality, post-Marxism, interpretive policy analysis, and some forms of social constructivism. Given this definition, the empirical work exemplifying the interpretive approach is vast and complex, containing many competing visions of present-day social and political life. On the other hand, however, we freely admit to working often with a narrower definition of the interpretive approach that ties it directly to our philosophical ideas. We argue for this definition of the interpretive approach, which we see as rooted in historicism and humanism, in contrast to other competing strands within the broader definition.
Wagenaar's complaint is, we take it, that there are few empirical studies exemplifying our particular strand of the interpretive approach.
Our interpretive approach focuses, firstly, on recovering the beliefs of policy actors as these appear in their meaningful actions, and secondly, on explaining these beliefs by locating them against the background of traditions and dilemmas. In this way, we decentre governance, highlighting the diversity and contingency of meaningful activity that constitutes patterns of rule, administration, and service delivery. Our appeal to traditions and dilemmas serves a critical purpose. It reveals the contestability and the limits of the narratives, rationalities, and expertise that inform public policy, especially the spread of markets and networks. Far from this decentred view of governance having received little empirical attention, one of our critics has suggested it 'may be becoming the new orthodoxy' (Marsh 2008b: 738) .
The interpretive approach is becoming widespread as more and more colleagues draw on, if not fully endorse, some of our arguments. To demonstrate the point, there is no more economical way of providing the information than a simple listing. In so doing, it is probably impossible to avoid giving the impression of self-advertisement but that is not our aim.
Rather, we only seek to provide up-to-date and accurate information. We include articles drawing on our work if and only if they cite us and use one or more of our key conceptsweb of belief, practices, narrative, tradition, and dilemma. Articles that critically discuss our work, but do not draw on it and one or more of these concepts, we relegate to critical discussions. Obviously, the following categories overlap, and our attempt to slot items neatly under one or other category is at best foolhardy and probably actively misleading. Our listing comprises the empirical work that is Wagenaar's main concern. Our critics often touch on theory, methods and empirical work together. There is a growing literature engaging with the philosophy; the most extensive discussions of Bevir (1999) are Burrow (2002) and Lamb (2011) . There is also a growing literature engaging with our use of this philosophy to develop interpretive political science; discussions of include Finlayson (2004) , Glynos and Howarth (2008) , Hay (2011 ), Lawson (2008 , Marinetto (2003) , Marsh (2008a and 2008b) , McAnulla (2005 and , Rhodes (2007) , Smith (2008) , and Wagenaar (2011) .
Public policy
At this point, we could go on to summarise in more detail our empirical work but that would take a deal of space and no doubt tax the patience of editors and readers alike. However, some signposts to the core of our work will help if only because previously we have not sought to draw attention to our work in the round. Our philosophy is based on Bevir (1999) .
In our work, we engage in both detailed ethnographic studies to recover the beliefs in action and historical genealogies of how these beliefs in action arose against the background of particular traditions and dilemmas . The most recent ethnographic book is Rhodes 2011 but see also Rhodes, 't Hart and Noordegraaf 2007. The most recent genealogy of traditions is Bevir 2010. In future, we hope our critics will engage with these theoretical and empirical studies. For now, we content ourselves with the observation that Wagenaar's claim there is a paucity of empirical material is inaccurate, and the conclusion that our empirical work is 'disappointing' is -or so we hope -premature. Our fieldwork may well fall short of Geertz's 'interpretive brilliance' but we would be disappointed if Wagenaar felt it lacked 'empirical and analytical sophistication'. However, and possibly most important, we welcome this opportunity to draw attention to the scope of interpretive political science not only in our work but that of many colleagues.
Beyond the threshold
We said we would seek to respond positively to the various criticisms. Wagenaar touches on two topics where we share his interest and concern; documenting traditions and a performative account of governance
Documenting traditions
Anyone seeking to ground theory will struggle at times, and we are no exception. We accept that we latched on to the traditions found in conventional accounts of British government.
The brutally simple fact is that we have had limited resources with which to do detailed and thorough historical analysis. Also, there is little secondary literature we can draw on to explore such notions as, for example, departmental courts and their associated departmental philosophies. In our account, traditions are flexible vehicles for explaining beliefs, actions, and practices. The problem is that in any society there are many traditions and, still more important, scholars reasonably can demarcate traditions in different ways depending on what they want to explain. If we are to avoid essentialist accounts of tradition, then we have to document afresh whatever set of beliefs or actions happen to be of interest. Traditions are essentially artifacts, always constructed and interpreted by the observer and justified by the claim that they best explain what is of interest to us. So, we agree that our account of the traditions in British government were not sufficiently 'dynamic and fine-grained'. But in mitigation, we plead that such defects stemmed from limited resources, occurred mainly in the early stages of our joint project, and that our more recent genealogies seek to address the problem (see Bevir 2005 and Rhodes, Wanna and Weller 2009) .
A performative account of governance
We welcome Wagenaar's emphasis on performative accounts. Indeed, we arrived at much the same conclusion but by a different route. In our philosophy, we adopted the concept 'narrative' to describe the historicist form of explanation that we were after in contrast to the more formal forms of explanation typically favoured by, for example, the new institutionalism and rational choice theorists (Bevir 1999; . Narrative plays a dual role in our theories. The term refers, first, to the stories by which the people we studied made sense of their worlds. Second, it refers to the stories by which we made sense of the narratives and actions of the people we studied.
Later, as we began to supplement our historical and textual studies with more ethnographic fieldwork, we found an echo of our views in organization studies. In particular, we found the growing literature on storytelling consistent with our use of narratives and an insightful way of analysing the everyday actions of political actors (see for example : Czarniawska 2004; Gabriel 2000) . Thus, we reported how ministers, civil servants, police officers, and citizens use stories to make sense of their world, to gain and pass on information, to inspire involvement, to persuade others to act in certain ways, and as the repository of the organization's institutional memory Rhodes 2006 and Rhodes 2011 ).
Thus, Rhodes (2011) reports that most if not all civil servants will accept that the art of storytelling is an integral part of their work. Such phrases as: 'Have we got our story straight?', 'Are we telling a consistent story?', and 'What is our story?' abound. Civil servants and ministers learn and filter current events through the stories they hear and tell one another. Stories explain past practice and events and justify recommendations for the future.
Such storytelling had three characteristics: a language game, performing game and management game. The language game identified and constructed the story-line, answering the questions of what and happened and why. The resulting story had to be reliable, defensible, accurate and consistent with the department's traditions. The performing game told the story to a wider audience, inside and outside the department. Officials tested the facts and rehearsed the story-line in official meetings to see how their colleagues responded. They had to adapt the story to suit the minister, and both ministers and officials had to judge how the story would play publicly. They then performed that agreed story on a public stage to the media, parliament and the public. Finally, there was the management game, which both implemented any policy changes and perhaps even more important let them get on with 'business as usual' as quickly as possible.
In short, we suggest that recovering other people's stories is an excellent method for doing fine-grained interpretive research; at the end, there is a meeting of minds.
